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Abstract 
Unsupervised image style transfer (UIST) refers to the method of automatically 
transforming an input real-world scene image into a style image with a specific style 
through training on an unpaired training dataset. UIST can be divided into two 
categories according to the way of preserving the content of real-world scene images, 
one is through cyclic training, and the other is through pre-training classification 
network. The cyclic training methods will cause excessive stylization, while the methods 
that using pre-trained classification network will cause inconspicuous stylization. To 
this end, we improve the way that using pre-trained classification network so that our 
method can produce satisfactorily stylized image. In addition, the process of previous 
UIST models is often a mixture of multiple tasks, which makes the entire process poorly 
interpretable and controllable. To this end, we propose a process independent 
generative adversarial network, which divides the UIST into three independent 
processes of encoding, stylization, and decoding. Numerous experimental results prove 
that our method can produce satisfactory stylized mage. 
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1. Introduction 

Unsupervised image style transfer (UIST) refers to the method of automatically transforming an input 
real-world scene image into a style image with a specific style through training on an unpaired training 
dataset. UIST roughly goes through three stages of non-photorealistic rendering [1]-[4], neural style 
transfer (NST) [5], [6] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [7], [8]. UIST has commercial 
value, and there are many commercial applications of image style transfer. In addition, research on 
image style transfer helps to solve other types of problems. For example, we can regard image 
dehazing as an UIST problem from hazy image to sunny image. At present, researchers have achieved 
image dehazing [9], image inpainting [10] and super-resolution [6] through UIST methods. 

UIST can be divided into two categories according to the way of preserving the content of real-world 
scene images, one is through cyclic training [8], and the other is through pre-training classification 
network [6]. The representative method of the first type of method is CycleGAN [8]. This type of 
method indirectly retains the content of the input real scene image through cyclic training, which is 
prone to excessive stylization. The representative method of the second type of method is the NST 
method[5], which extracts the content of image with pre-trained VGG19[11], and preserves the 
content of real-world scene images by comparing image features. In our experiments, we find that 
preserving the content of real-world scene images through NST methods tends to produce weaker 
stylization. This is because the VGG19 used in this type of method has strong feature extraction 
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ability, and the content of real-world scene images is too constrained, which leads to the problem of 
weak stylization. 

We have improved the above method. Specifically, we introduce an initialization phase in which the 
encoder and decoder of the generator network are trained with a pretrained VGG19. Then, we use 
this pretrained weaker encoder to constrain the content of real-world scene images. With our 
improvements, our model can well preserve the content of real-world scene images, and can generate 
obvious stylization effects. In addition, the process of UIST can be roughly divided into three steps: 
extracting the features of input image (encoding), stylizing the extracted features (stylizing), and 
restoring the stylized features to the original resolution (decoding). Previous UIST models often mix 
these three steps together, which makes the entire process poorly interpretable and controllable. To 
this end, we propose a process independent generative adversarial networks, which divides UIST into 
three independent processes of encoding, stylization, and decoding. This process independent 
generative adversarial network makes our model well interpretable and controllable. Our 
contributions are as follows: 

(1) We improve the way that NST methods preserve the content of real-world scene images. Our 
improvements can overcome the problem of non-obvious stylization of such methods and generate 
impressively stylized images. 

(2) We propose a process independent generative adversarial networks, which divides UIST into three 
independent processes of encoding, stylization, and decoding. This process independent generative 
adversarial network has good interpretability and controllability. 

(3) Numerous experimental results prove that our method can produce satisfactory stylized image. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Non-photorealistic Rendering 

Unsupervised image style transfer (UIST) was initially studied by non-photorealistic rendering [2],[4] 
in computer graphics. Since these methods are based on low-level features of images, the stylization 
effect is not ideal and it is difficult to scale. The latest research progress of non-photorealistic 
rendering methods mainly focuses on stroke-based rendering methods. These latest research results 
mainly try to solve the controllability of brush strokes and the speed of UIST. Zou et al. [12] attempts 
to give some meaning to brushstrokes (i.e., predicting each stroke of a painting based on an algorithm, 
which is very similar to the process of human creation), rather than generating a large number of 
brushstrokes in a disorderly manner. Zou et al. [12] can generate very realistic styles such as oil 
paintings, water strokes and marker strokes, but their method needs to continuously optimize the 
brush stroke parameters in real time, which makes their method very slow. Liu et al. [13] improved 
the method of Zou et al. [12] by training a model to predict the parameters of brushstrokes instead of 
optimizing the brushstroke parameters in real-time, which greatly speeds up UIST. 

2.2 Neural Style Transfer (NST) 

Since the implementation of NST by Gatys et al. [5], there has been a lot of work improving their 
method. Ulyanov et al. [14] proposed instance normalization (IN) for UIST. IN is suitable for a single 
training image or only a single training image in each batch of data, which improves the quality of 
UIST. Chen et al. [15] achieved single-model multi-style UIST by training multiple convolutional 
filter banks, each corresponding to a style. Huang et al. [16] regards the mean and variance of style 
features extracted from style images as "style". Huang et al. [16] use their proposed Adaptive Instance 
Normalization (AdaIN) [16] to constrain style features to achieve arbitrary style transfer. 

2.3 GAN-based Methods 

In recent years, UIST has been mainly achieved through GAN-based methods. In particular, the cycle-
consistent training method of CycleGAN [8] paves a new way for UIST, and a large number of 
CycleGAN-based work has emerged since then. Anoosheh et al. [17] split the generator network into 
two parts: encoder and decoder, using multiple pairs of encoder and decoder, each pair of encoder 
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and decoder corresponds to a style, in this way to achieve GAN-based single-model multi-style UIST. 
With the idea of CGAN [18], Choi et al. [19] achieved multi-style UIST through only one generator 
and discriminator. In addition, in order to enhance the quality of generated style image, Kim et al. 
[20] proposed AdaLIN. Li et al. [21] and Yi et al. [22] achieved asymmetric CycleGAN. NICE-GAN 
[23] simplifies the network architecture of the CycleGAN model by reusing the discriminator.  

Cartoonization is a type of UIST, which is more hard to achieve than traditional UIST. Cartoon-style 
images consist of large, smooth, monochromatic blocks with sharp edge lines. Compared with the 
traditional artistic style, the cartoon style needs to preserve the content of real-world scene images 
while being highly abstract, which makes it difficult for the previous UIST methods to produce 
satisfactory cartoon image. CartoonGAN [24] achieves cartoonization through their proposed edge-
promoting adversarial loss. AnimeGAN [25] improves CartoonGAN with their proposed loss 
functions. 

3. Our Method 

3.1 Architecture 

Our method uses the network structure of AnimeGAN, and we split the generator network into three 
parts: encoder, transformation module and decoder. Our method has two stages, the first stage is the 
initialization stage, in which the encoder and decoder parts of the generator network are trained. The 
second stage is the stylization stage, in which the encoder part is fixed and the transformation module 
and decoder part are trained.  

3.1.1 Initialization Stage 

The initialization stage has two goals. First, we need to pre-train the encoder and decoder of the 
generator network, so that the encoder and decoder can extract and restore features from the input 
image. As shown in Figure 1, the input real scene image  and input style image  after passing 
through the encoder and decoder, generate an image that is almost identical to the input image. Similar 
initialization stage have also appeared in many studies [24][25], which make subsequent stylized 
training easier and more stable.  

 

 
Figure 1. Initialization stage 

 

Furthermore, we mentioned in the introduction that neural style transfer methods [5] constraining the 
semantic content of input real-world scene images via pre-trained VGG19 [11] may lead to the 
problem of unobvious stylization. A similar phenomenon is observed in AnimeGAN [25], where they 
avoid the problem by assigning widely different weights to different loss functions. This phenomenon 
occurs because the VGG19 has strong feature extraction ability, and the content of real-world images 
is too constrained, resulting in the problem of weak stylization. To address this issue, we train a 
weaker encoder via VGG19, which is less constrained than VGG19 on the content of real-world 
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images. We fix this weaker encoder in subsequent stylization training, and use this encoder to 
constrain the content of real-world images.  

3.1.2 Stylization Stage 

 
Figure 2. Stylization stage 

 

The flow of the stylization stage is shown in Figure 2. The training of the stylization stage divides the 
image style transfer into three independent processes (i.e. encoding, stylization transformation and 
decoding). After the encoder part of the generator network is trained in the initialization stage, it can 
extract content and style features from input real scene image and style image, respectively. This is 
the encoding process. The content features are transformed into style features after going through a 
transformation module (the transformation module is 4 inverted residual blocks [26]), which is the 
stylization process. We constrain the transformation module by comparing the style features extracted 
by the encoder from the input style images with the style features transformed by the content features 
through the transformation module. We implement the stylization process by leveraging the idea of 
style loss used by neural style transfer (NST) methods [5]. Our method differs from the NST method. 
We constrain the transformation module by comparing style features during stylization training (i.e., 
halfway through stylization training, constrains only a part of the network so that the stylization 
process is independent of the entire pipeline). The NST method uses the pre-trained VGG19 to extract 
features and compare them to train the entire network after the stylized image is generated. Finally, 
the generated style features are restored to a stylized image by the decoder, which is the decoding 
process. Due to the initial training, the decoder is already able to decode the style features. Here, we 
fine-tune the decoder only by comparing the content features of input real-world images and 
generated stylized images. Our method separates image style transfer into three separate processes, 
which is quite different from previous image style transfer methods. Because all the processes of 
previous image style transfer methods are mixed together and cannot be separated (for example, in 
the decoding stage, the decoder may perform both style transfer and image restoration), the entire 
stylization process is a black box. However, our method divides image style transfer into three 
independent processes, making the whole process interpretable and controllable. In addition, we 
constrain the content of the image by pre-training the encoder to make the stylization effect more 
obvious. 

3.2 Loss Function in the Initialization Stage 

The goal of the initialization stage is to train the encoder and decoder parts of the generator network 
so that they can extract features from the input image (whether it is a real scene image or a style image) 
and restore the features to an image that is exactly the same as the input image. To achieve this goal, 
we use adversarial loss [27] and content loss [24]. 
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3.2.1 Adversarial Loss 

The adversarial loss is trained with minimax, so that the input image can generate exactly the same 
image after passing through the encoder and decoder parts of the generator network. The adversarial 
loss is as follows: 

 

            (1) 

 

where  represents the input image. The input image includes real scene image and style image. 

 represents the feature extracted from the input image by the encoder,  

represents the feature restored to the image by the decoder, and  represents the rating of the 

input image by the discriminator network.  

3.2.2 Content Loss 

The content loss [24] extracts features from input and generated images via pre-trained VGG19, and 
then constrains the content of generated images by comparing extracted features. Content loss is as 
follows: 

 

                 (2) 

 

where  represents the feature extracted from the input image by the pre-trained VGG19, 

and  represents the "Conv4_4" layer of VGG19. 

3.3 Loss Function in the Stylization Stage 

The goal of the stylization stage is to fix the encoder  of the generator network, train the 

transformation module  and the decoder , so that the generator network can transform the 

input real scene image  into a stylized image . 

3.3.1 Adversarial Loss 

The adversarial loss enables the generator network to generate realistic stylized images through 
minimax adversarial training. In the case of traditional artistic style transfer, a least squares 
adversarial loss can be used [28]. In our experiments, we achieve a more challenging cartoon style 
transfer, so we use the loss of CartoonGAN [24]. The loss function is as follows: 

  

 

(3) 

 

 

where  represents the input cartoon image,  represents the input real scene image, and  

represents the cartoon image with blurred edges, the encoder  of the generator network is fixed, 
only the transformation module and decoder are trained. 

3.3.2 Content Loss 

The content loss constrains the semantic content of the generated images through a weaker encoder 
trained in the initialization phase. By replacing VGG19 with a weaker encoder, our method is able to 
generate a more pronounced stylization effect. The content loss is as follows: 
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                    (4) 

 

where  represents the stylized image generated by the real scene 

image  through the generator network. At this time, the encoder Enc is fixed. 

3.3.3 Style Loss 

The style loss constrains the transformation module by comparing the style features and the style 
features transformed by the transformation module, and generates style features similar to the style 
image. Our style loss leverages the idea of NST method [5]. The style loss is as follows: 

 

             (5) 

 

where  represents the style feature generated by the input real scene image  after 

passing through the encoder  and the transformation module , and represents the 

style feature generated by the input stylized image  after passing through the encoder . At 

this time, the encoder  is fixed.  

We perform initial training with the help of pre-trained VGG19, pre-train the encoder and the decoder 
of generator. Then, we use the pre-trained encoder to constrain the content of generated images to 
generate more pronounced stylization effects. Furthermore, we achieve independence of encoding 
and decoding processes by initializing training. Then, through the initial training and our proposed 
style loss, we achieve independence of the stylization process. Unlike previous neural style transfer 
methods [6], the encoding, stylization and decoding processes in our method are independent, which 
increases the controllability and interpretability of our model. Next, we will give numerous 
experimental results to prove the effectiveness of our method. 

4. Experiments 

We train our proposed process independent generative adversarial network on the cartoon dataset and 
compare it with other classical image style transfer methods. We train our model on the NVIDIA 
Tesla V100 GPU provided by the Baidu AI Studio platform, and our code refers to Baidu's open 
source PaddleGAN. We train for 10 epochs in the initialization stage and then 30 epochs to learn 
stylization. We use the Adam [29] optimizer. Our batch size is 4 and our learning rate is 0.0002. 

4.1 Data 

We are using the dataset published by AnimeGAN in their repo. The dataset contains real-world 
images, cartoon images, and blurred cartoon images. Cartoon images are divided into four styles: 
Miyazaki Hayao, Makoto Shinkai, Mamoru Hosoda, and Paprika. 

4.2 Performance Evaluation and Ablation Experiment 

Figure 3 shows some cartoon images generated by our proposed process independent generative 
adversarial network, it is clear that our method can generate vivid stylized images. Next, we will 
prove the effectiveness of our method by ablation experiments. 
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Figure 3. Some experimental results 

 

 
Figure 4. Experimental results after replacing VGG19 with the encoder 
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Figure 5. Experimental results with and without the transform module 

 

We train a weaker encoder through the initialization stage and replace the pre-trained VGG19 
network commonly used in neural style transfer methods with the pre-trained encoder. The semantic 
content constraints of real scene images are too strong, which leads to the problem of weak stylization. 
As shown in Figure 4(b), constraining the content of real scene images through pre-trained VGG19 
makes the stylization effect very weak. AnimeGAN also observed this phenomenon, and they solved 
this problem by assigning widely different weights to their loss function. However, the setting of 
weights requires a lot of time to try, and the final effect is not very ideal. To address this issue, we 
train a weaker encoder to replace VGG19 through the initialization stage. As shown in Figure 4(c), 
our proposed process independent generative adversarial network can produce impressively stylized 
image by using a weaker encoder trained in the initialization stage. 

After the initialization stage and training with our proposed style loss, our method achieves process 
independent image style transfer, dividing the stylization task into three independent processes of 
encoding, stylization, and decoding. As shown in Figure 5(b), after our model training is completed, 
we can restore the input real scene image to an approximate image using only the encoder  and 

the decoder . As shown in Figure 5(c), after adding the transformation module , our model 
can transform the input real-world scene images into vivid stylized images. The experimental results 
in Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) show that the decoder  can restore the content features and style 

features to real scene images and stylized images, the transformation module  can transform the 

content features to style features, and the encoder  can extract content features from input real 
scene images, and these three processes are independent of each other. This process independent 
image style transfer makes our model well interpretable and makes our model more controllable. 

4.3 Qualitative Comparison 

In order to prove the effectiveness of our proposed process independent generative adversarial 
network, we compare our method with Zhu et al. [8], which represent GAN-based method. As shown 
in Figure 6(b), there are clear distortions on the generated images of CycleGAN. Then, we compare 
with two classical cartoonization methods. As shown in Figure 6(c)-(d), the style images generated 
by CartoonGAN and AnimeGAN have slight distortions, artifacts, and dull colors. As shown in 
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Figure 6(e), compared to other methods, the style images generated by our method well preserve the 
content information and generate vivid cartoon effects. 

 

 
Figure 6. Qualitative comparison with other methods 

4.4 Quantitative Evaluation 

We evaluate our proposed process independent generative adversarial network by Frechet Inception 
Distance (FID) [30]. FID indicates how similar two sets of images are. The lower the FID score, the 
more similar the two sets of images. We compare the generated images with both style images and 
content images to judge the degree of stylization and the degree of retention of content information. 
As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the generated images of CycleGAN have the best FID scores 
calculated on style images. But it is clear from Figure 6(b) that CycleGAN produces bad style images. 
We believe that the generated images of CycleGAN are over-stylized. The generated images of 
CycleGAN have the worst FID scores computed on content images, which indirectly proves our point. 
Our method achieves the best FID scores on style images compared to CartoonGAN and AnimeGAN. 
In summary, our method is competitive when compared with the other representative methods. 
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Table 1. FID scores (Shinkai style) 

Model Style Images Content Images 

Content Images 135.82 N/A 

CycleGAN 108.29 91.95 

CartoonGAN 117.62 58.71 

AnimeGAN 116.33 77.36 

Ours 114.73 54.23 

 

Table 2. FID scores (Paprika style) 

Model Style Images Content Images 

Content Images 174.27 N/A 

CycleGAN 122.60 141.39 

CartoonGAN 143.98 107.81 

AnimeGAN 150.71 95.67 

Ours 143.17 119.00 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised image style transfer method based on process independent 
generative adversarial networks. We improve the way neural style transfer methods preserve the 
content of real scene images, and our improvements can overcome the problem of unobvious 
stylization of such methods and generate impressively stylized images. Furthermore, we propose a 
process independent generative adversarial networks, which divides image style transfer into three 
independent processes of encoding, stylization, and decoding. This process independent generative 
adversarial network has good interpretability and controllability. Numerous experimental results 
prove that our method can produce satisfactory stylized mage. 
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